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Tuesday September 8 — Macs, a personal perspective...
email
Marnie...

Christopher Willson, a Drysdale
member, will take the monthly
meeting in a completely new
direction. Christopher will be the first

Having trouble reading
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of our ‘ordinary’ members to make a
presentation explaining what he does
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with his computer and how it has

⌘
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or use the magnifying
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enriched his family life.
The term ’ordinary’ member, a term
Chris uses himself, will soon be
completely forgotten as we get to see
the extraordinary capabilities an
Apple computer can provide to an
enthusiastic user.

Tuesday August 11 meeting
Underwater photography ...
Well, we had high expectations for this presentation, but it was even better than
we could have imagined. Andrew’s images were spectacular, his explanations
clear and informative, and question time was highly stimulating. This may have
been our best meeting ever! We also enjoyed the presentation by Margaret Evans,
who gave a short talk on Delicious Library while we were waiting for Andrew to
rush over from work in Geelong.
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2 new BMUG manuals — Mail with your Mac, the new edition, and
Security on your Mac
For years, we have been selling the original edition of Steve Cooper’s
highly detailed Mail manual, but now Steve has retired and no longer
offers the MacAssist service, we felt it appropriate to update this, the
oldest of all our publications. Surprisingly, we found many new details
and features to add, so even if you have an original copy, you will
benefit from the new edition.

Security on your Mac may sound dull,
but people tend to fall into two groups
— those who are anxious about security,
but do nothing constructive, and those
who are not anxious and so do nothing.
We recommend you actually master the various
issues, get security in perspective, and take
prudent steps to secure the information on your

Email
Steve...

computer. Buying this manual would definitely be
a step in the right direction!

Email Steve to reserve your copies...
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Notice of BMUG Annual General meeting
to be held on 13 October
Notice is hereby given of the Annual General Meeting of the Bellarine Mac User Group Inc
to be held at St. Peters Anglican Church Hall, Cnr Draper and Hodgson Sts OCEAN
GROVE 3226 on Tuesday the 13TH October 2009 at 4.00pm
Agenda
•!
Apologies
•!
Minutes of the 2008 annual meeting
•!

President’s annual report

•!
•!

Annual financial report
To decide whether or not to appoint an Auditor

•!

To determine the Annual Subscription for the year 2010

•!

Election of Officers and the Committee:

!
!

!
!

President
Vice President

!
!

!
!

Secretary
Treasurer

!

!

Five committee members

Any other business that may properly be brought forward.
Marg Boyles, Secretary

Nominations for Office Bearers
Members are reminded that we will be electing office bearers at the AGM to be
held on 13th October. Nomination forms are available now by telephoning
Treasurer Jim Strachan on 5221 7523, and they will also be available at our next
General Meeting to be held on September 8th.

Nominations will close on the 1st October 2009
Andrew’s magnificent
Nikon camera housing
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BMUG Treasurer’s Report, 2008-9
Bellarine Mac User Group Inc.(A0049524J)
Balance Sheet
As of June 2009
1/09/09
4:04:43 PM

Assets
Current Assets
Cash On Hand
Bendigo Bank Cheque Account
Petty Cash
Paypal Account
Total Cash On Hand
Total Current Assets
Plant & Equipment
Konica Printer (7/5/07)
Konica at Cost
less accumulated depreciation
Total Konica Printer (7/5/07)
Epson Projector (21/10/07)
Epson at cost
less accumulated depreciation
Total Epson Projector (21/10/07)
Binding Machine (19/7/08)
Binder at Cost
less Accumulated Depreciation
Total Binding Machine (19/7/08)
2 Samsung Screens (13/9/08)
2 Screens at cost
less accumulated depreciation
Total 2 Samsung Screens (13/9/08)
2 Samsung Monitors (20/2/09)
2 Samsung Monitors at cost
less accumulated depreciation
Total 2 Samsung Monitors (20/2/09)
Telstra Modem (9/4/09)
Telstra Modem at cost
less accumulated depreciation
Total Telstra Modem (9/4/09)
Xerox Printer (17/4/09)
Xerox Printer at Cost
less accumulated depreciation
Total Xerox Printer (17/4/09)
Total Plant & Equipment
Total Assets

$2,927.64
$25.45
$72.30
$3,025.39
$3,025.39

$449.90
-$449.90
$0.00
$3,326.00
-$1,262.00
$2,064.00
$601.98
-$142.66
$459.32
$1,138.00
-$226.04
$911.96
$970.00
-$86.37
$883.63
$299.00
-$20.27
$278.73
$999.00
-$50.63
$948.37
$5,546.01
$8,571.40

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Subscriptions Paid in Advance
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$1,901.67
$1,901.67
$1,901.67

Net Assets

$6,669.73

Equity
Current Year Earnings
Carried Forward from Last Year
Total Equity

$2,129.42
$4,540.31
$6,669.73
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Bellarine Mac User Group Inc.(A0049524J)
Profit & Loss Statement
July 2008 through June 2009
1/09/09
11:53:28 AM

Income
Subscriptions
c/fwd from last year
Part Year Full
Part Year Remote
Full
Remote
less Next 7 months in advance
Total Subscriptions
Grants
Sales
Manual Sales
CD Sales
Total Sales
Raffles
AUSOM Raffle
Total Raffles
Miscellaneous Income
Field Day
Sundry
Total Miscellaneous Income
Total Income

$1,686.00
$205.00
$30.00
$2,760.00
$500.00
-$1,901.67
$3,279.33
$2,400.00
$495.00
$25.00
$520.00
$245.00
$245.00
$160.00
$21.55
$181.55
$6,625.88

Expenses
Member Development Costs
Manual Production
Manual Production Costs
Stationery Photocopy Postage
Total Manual Production
Rent Marcus Hill Hall
Rent St Peters
Meeting Costs & Refreshments
Consumer Affairs
Bigpond charges
Travelling Expenses
Software, Cables etc.
Insurance
Freight
Postage
Bank Charges (PayPal)
Depreciation Expense
Sundry
Total Expenses

$65.00
$128.54
$124.48
$253.02
$156.00
$288.00
$293.55
$39.70
$110.07
$50.00
$578.79
$935.00
$80.00
$12.20
$54.82
$1,538.87
$41.44
$4,496.46

Operating Profit

$2,129.42

Other Income
Other Expenses
Net Profit / (Loss)

$2,129.42
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TOP TIP — working with iLife 09, in particular the iMovie &
iDVD sections of that suite of software
From my experience, it appears to me that most people in my age group find it a
little daunting when upgrading from the “old” to the “new”, when it comes to
major new software updates for the Mac. This was certainly my experience when I
made the move from iMovie 06 to iMovie 09.
I found the video tutorials provided on the Apple website very useful to get you
moving through the basics. Also, the “hands on” Tutorials provided at the Apple
Shops in Doncaster and Chadstone were useful, but they only skim the surface of
what is achievable.
Then I invested in two books which have been of enormous benefit in
exploring all the various options which are available in this new
software. My first book was purchased from the Apple Store in
Doncaster, for $44.95, entitled “Apple Training Series: iLfe 09”. I could
have obtained it slightly cheaper by purchasing direct from Amazon in
the USA, but, I was in a hurry to get started with my new software.
The book is both a self-paced learning tool and the official curriculum
of the Apple Training and Certification Program. This book is not a
comprehensive, systematic guide to the iLife applications.
The book/DVD combo uses real-life material and practical lessons
that you can apply immediately to your own projects. The authors
have you working miracles with iLife within the first few pages, using footage
and images from around the world,The lessons take you step by step through
most aspects of iLife ’09—everything from organizing and sharing your photo
library to creating polished video and soundtracks. Along the way, you actually
produce movies, photobooks, podcasts, websites, blogs, and custom DVDs.
The book has four parts with 17 lessons and a very good 18 page index.
Each of the authors writes a part reflecting his/her relative strengths of
experience. The concept of the book is to provide hands-on, practical guidance to
producing a project in very short time. The presentations are self-paced learning
tools for results-oriented people. The projects include making an instant home
movie, photo slideshows, podcasts, websites , blogs, and more.
The parts share a common structure — a brief introduction to the specific
program, how to open or import source material, how to create or edit material,
and how to save, share, and publish.
The book is pretty sparse in its coverage of Application features and power.
It is meant primarily for casual users who want to create fairly simple (but
worthwhile) projects in a short period of time.
I think it is well produced, with numerous graphics, full-color photos and
screenshots. The writing is straightforward and clear. There are many "Tips" for
6

readers which cover “cautions”, “recommendations”, and more advanced matters.
It comes with a DVD of lesson material and source media, which you download
and use whilst you work through the various lessons..
I found this book very useful in getting me started on Projects which I probably
would not have attempted. Another good feature which appeals to me, is that
when you are finished with a Project, you can delete it and go back and repeat it at
a later date if you want to brush up on procedures which you may have forgotten.
For a more detailed look at iMovie 09 & iDVD, I purchased “iMovie ’09 & iDVD:
The Missing Manual”. I purchased this book from Amazon in the USA for about
half the cost of the price in Australia ( a saving of approximately $40.00).
The book covers the new iMovie 09 in a comprehensive way and also
emphasizes the linkages of the new application to iMovie’ 6. This is
extremely useful if you are proficient in iMovie 6, as you are able to
move back and forth between the two applications, in building the one
project.
Apple tells you that this is not possible, however, the book explains
the method in detail, with adequate illustrations.
The book is comprised of three parts and four very useful appendices
which include a full menu by menu guide, a troubleshooting guide, a
master list of keyboard shortcuts, and an unusual visual client sheet
describing the various components of the open iMovie project

Highly
ed!
recommend

window.
The opening part covers everything a user needs to know about the iMovie
program from importing video and media, to constructing the visual and audio
tracks, using special effects, editing with the built-in correction tools (image
stabilization, color adjustments, cropping, etc.) adding titles and credits, and a
short chapter on the artistic elements of editing. Part two shows how to save and
format your project, distribute it, back it up and archive it, and adapt it to multiple
formats for viewing on the web, iPhone, YouTube, and DVD etc.
Part three of the book is all about iDVD, which has not changed since iDVD 08. It
covers the basics of the application; menus, slideshows, and mapping; designing
themes; and some advanced techniques. The book has numerous full-color
screenshots and photos, filled with Tips, Notes, FAQs, advanced material, and
sidebar material. For those features of iMovie 6 not included in the new
application, the authors provide more than adequate alternatives.
There are also supplemental sections on the Garage Band and QuickTime Player
applications. I went to the section that I needed first to get a project completed,
and I am now going back and reading other sections of the book. This book has
saved me an enormous amount of time editing and creating projects.
7

Peter Baldwin

BMUG Advanced Photoshop manual project
The BMUG Photoshop SIG has lost impetus this year, but maybe there’s a way of reviving
interest in the subject. As manual editor, I would be happy to write a new Advanced
iPhoto step-by-step manual with your help. It would provide a set of short ‘recipes’ to
enable readers to carry out specific baffling projects, and would take off where the
existing manual ends.
What we need is for members to check out the existing iPhoto manual, then propose
suggestions for more complex tasks that you would like to master.
Here are one or two suggestions. Can you think of others?
— cut an object out of its setting and save it with a transparent background.
— put your signature in the corner of an image.
— make drop shadows.
— save/enhance an image by using levels.
And Marnie suggested:
— selecting, re-sizing and shifting an object from one image into another.
— putting a new sky into a dull image.
— brightening a dull foreground/background without brightening the whole

Email
Steve...

image.
— how and where to use opacity variations.
— layers for Dummies.
— black and white images, why use them, and how to make them look good.
But don’t be limited by our ideas — only you know what you need to know, so get busy!
Steve Craddock

Library
For months the library has been hidden in the cupboard at St Peter's Hall. At the
September meeting the books will be on display. Peruse at your leisure, borrow at
the coffee break. Four new titles have been received form O'Reilly on condition
that we provide reviews for publication.
They are:!
!

iPhoto 09: The Missing Manual, David Pogue & Derrick Storey

!

!

Architectural Photography

!

!

Photoshop CS4: The Missing Manual, Lisa Snider King

!

!

Light & Exposure for Digital Photographers, Harold Davis

Photoshop CS4 and Light & Exposure are available for loan to members who are
prepared to write such reviews. iPhoto 09 and Architectural Photography will be
available for general loan as soon as the members currently reading them have
submitted their reviews.
Our webmasters are working on the preparation of a page for the website that
lists our catalogue, which is a challenging task for them, and will greatly facilitate
members access and use of our resource collection.
Cheerio for now,
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When will Apple offer the ‘missing link’?
Once upon a time Apple offered a choice of desktop or under-desk machines and that
was about all, but now we are accustomed to having an incredible diversity of models in
different sizes for different purposes. This diversity may be divided into three or four
categories...
1.
—
—
—

The stay at home Mac:
Professional Macs
Mac Minis
desktop iMacs

2. The shoulder bag Mac:
— laptops in several types

3. The Missing link??
4. The pocket Mac:
— the iPhone
What’s that, you say, ‘Why include a mobile phone in the list?’
Well the answer is simple. You may not be aware of this, and I
admit that I only just woke up to it myself, recently, but an
iPhone is not just a phone, but a small Mac touchscreen
computer running a version of the Leopard operating system.
Being a phone is just one of a myriad of tasks it can do, and users may
choose from literally thousands of of ‘apps’ — iPhone applications — that will give the
machine incredible capabilities.
The unprecedented success of iPhone applications has caused people to question
whether similar technology will soon come to our regular computers. Presently, when
you buy a ‘big’ expensive suites of software like Microsoft Office or Adobe Photoshop,
you pay for hundreds of megabytes of complex and bulky files, 95% or more of which no
regular user will ever need. The software writers and developers have written code for
every single esoteric need, without considering how bloated their programs become,
how over-priced their product.
With iPhone apps, on the other hand, you only buy tiny, cheap interlocking packets of
the functionality you need in app form from the iTunes Store. You choose and assemble
the ‘Swiss Army knife’ of tools you require for your particular purposes.
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And what about the ‘missing link’ in the Apple range?
There’s just one missing sector, the tablet or ‘netbook’sized computer — and up to now, Apple has simply left
this field to competitors.
Surprisingly, virtually any Windows netbook will run our
Apple OS perfectly , making it what is called a
‘Hackintosh’, and that is what many Apple devotees are
buying, much to Apple’s chagrin!
This may be about to change. Right now, if you visit any Mac news website, such as Mac
Rumors, or Cult of Mac, you will find feverish speculation that a Mac netbook or tablet is
about to hit the market. Steve Jobs is said to be personally driving this research project,
and it will ‘knock people’s socks off’!
Why then, do people want computers that fit between the iPhone and the laptop? Well,
above all they are compact and they are relatively cheap. They are also very flexible, able
to be used for games, ebooks and movies as well as traditional computer tasks like
writing and browsing.
They are easier to take travelling, for emailing, or backing up images from your camera.
Unlike ‘one-function’ devices such as the Kindle ebook reader, they are ‘real’ computers,
and they can do anything your desktop computer can do.
Let’s look at the ‘missing links’ in more detail. A netbook is
simply a compact laptop, typically with a 9” or 10” screen.
Simone, one of our members, brings one to meetings. The
term tablet, on the other hand, implies a very significant
difference — the use of touchscreen technology and virtual
keyboards and controls.
Now typically, everyone who started using a laptop after
being accustomed to a desktop machine missed the mouse at
first, and found the touchpad clumsy. In time, though we got
used to it, and now the touchpad accepts more and more
‘gestures’ —touch movements to scroll, zoom out, and so on.

You can even write in Chinese characters into your word processor on your Macbook via
the trackpad! But just as the iPhone has a full-screen touchpad, that full-screen touchpad
is about to come to all computers eventually, and we may see it soon in a tablet-sized
Apple. Everything will be possible with gestures.

YouTube ʻPossible or
Probableʼ, in
French with
subtitles...

Jon Doeʼs videos

Touchscreen technology is going to be the biggest single change we have ever seen in the
way we work and play with our computers. This will be truly revolutionary, and if you
want to get an idea of the possibilities, watch the short French Movie, ‘Possible or
Probable?’ This entertaining film, made by a very successful publisher, gazes into the
future and suggest ways touchscreen tablets may be integrated into everyday family life.
An even more detailed video exploration of touchscreen possibilities has been created by
US student ‘Jon Doe’.
Who will be the first kid on the BMUG block to buy an Apple tablet? Judging by their
logo, it may well be a member of the ‘Broader Horizons’ SIG.
Steve Craddock
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BMUG Special Interest Groups
Green Apple SIG
The Green Apples have met twice since the last Newsletter, both were lively and
enjoyable sessions and everyone went away with something new to explore in
their own time.
18th. August. Six Russets turned up for this session.
DataBases and Spreadsheets:
I demonstrated and we discussed the differences between Databases and
Spreadsheets. Then bemoaned the removal of a Database from Appleworks when
it became iWork. We then looked at Numbers as a cataloging software to for
example list the contents of our homes.
The question of graph and chart making was brought up and we looked at how to
produce a simple graph from the data entered into a Numbers table. As a regular
Numbers user Graeme was able to reveal some useful attributes of Numbers and
said he now uses it in preference to Microsoft Excel. We shall return to this useful
software in the near future as we have only scratched the surface with this first
look.

1st. September. Seven Cox’s Orange Pippins this time.
iDVD;
A second look at this software in the iLife suite as several had missed the first
session and others were happy about a revisit. Had a really lively session with
much to and fro-ing with suggestions and solutions.

Went through DVD disks and the different ways of using them, for storage or
creating DVD’s. Many forget that a DVD holds approximately x7 the amount of
info that a CD does making it a great archiving disk.
Then went through iDVD starting with Magic DVD and progressing onto DVD
straight. Although Magic DVD will create a DVD in very short order it is fairly
limited in the personal creative area.
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We then switched our attention to creating a DVD with sub menus and slide
shows and movies. This threw up some problems which the group battled
through producing a DVD with picture Menu Buttons with images and movies.
Marg Boyle’s experience with iMovie and iDVD proved invaluable with solving
several of the difficulties we encountered.
The next meeting is 15th. August and in answer to a Green Apple request will be
a demonstration of the Power of Photoshop. (Dick showing off)
If interested contact Dick at foleymay@bigpond.net.au or ring 52591614

Broader Horizons SIG
August Meeting
This meeting took place on 9th August and consisted of a discussion of many of
the aspects of computer security with an emphasis on the importance of good
passwords and login procedures.
Laptops and the mooted Apple tablet will be most vulnerable due to their size
and desirability. Here the group looked into the benefits of using a Firmware
password. Safe online storage of essential documents was also covered.

September Meeting — change of date
The September meeting of Broader Horizons will now take place on Sunday 13th
at 2.00 p.m. at the home of Don, 27 Hopgood Place, Barwon Heads.
Members will be taking an early look at what's new in Snow Leopard and the main topic
will be a presentation featuring the Elgato EyeTV Hybrid.
A report of this meeting will be included in the next issue of the BMUG eNewsletter.

October Meeting
This meeting is scheduled to take place on Sunday October 4th. A venue and
program has yet to be decided.

If you have an interest in the more advanced aspects of computer use,
by all means get in touch with Don on 5254 2650
Remote members are welcome to participate by email
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Letters to the editor & FAQs
How to transfer VHS to DVD
I have followed the discussion in the newsletter and am a bit surprised that the
solution has not been finalised. As with many other members I have a collection
of video tapes which I transfer to DVD as the opportunity arises (don't believe that
retirees have plenty of time for activities such as this).
I have a Sony multi function DVD recorder which I purchased some time ago to
burn AVCHD video direct from a Memory Stick Pro Duo from my HD video
camera.

!

ed!
Solv

The recorder will also accept HD through USB and jpeg images from a variety of
cards as well analogue signals direct from a Beta or VHS recorder. It has a feature
with which the recorded definition can be selected to give 120 minutes, 90 minutes
or 60 minutes of video from your analogue input (including sVideo) with
corresponding improvement in quality. The input picture is displayed
throughout.
I have been very satisfied with the results, I have not priced the recorder recently
but I suspect it would be under $200.
Geoffrey Thomas, remote member

Why has my Internet connection started running slow?
ed!!
Solv

Are you aware that most Internet service providers can ‘speed limit’ your
connection? If you exceed your download limit for the month, and do not respond
when asked to ‘top up’ your account my making a small additional payment, your
service will be throttled back to agonizingly slow dial-up speeds.
So how do you check your bandwidth usage? Every provider has some way of
checking your usage. My provider calls the place where you check your download
usage the ‘iPrimus Toolbox’, and if you go there, you will see a graphic something
like this:

Note that the monthly account period does not necessarily begin and end with the calendar
month.
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Members’ marketplace — for sale
Refurbished White Macbook with 13" screen, complete with Snow
Leopard OS
•!

2GHz Core 2 Duo processor

•!

1 GB memory

•!

Hard drive 160GB brand new!

•!

Screen bezel, keyboard,
trackpad and surround all
brand new, replaced last week
by Apple

•!

LCD screen recently replaced

•!

Battery recently replaced

$950, negotiable, and a larger hard drive can be organised if required
Phone Steve on 5254 2576
Alloy bodied laptop:
•!

15 inch 867 MHz PowerPC (3.2)
running Leopard.

•!

1Mb L3 cache

•!

768 SDRAM

Price: $400 negotiable for an early
sale
(includes extra 1Gb RAM which can
be installed).
Phone: Marnie 5241 2780
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and
several interstate!
Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the
club library and attendance at meetings.

Member benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

members get FREE website hosting!
members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
‘Getting started’ manuals
access to our our growing club library
participation in our club MacPal program

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
Go to the
BMUG
forum...

BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:
1.

Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem

and has already posted a solution.
2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.
3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.
4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and
search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.

Email
Margaret...

5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 5255 4517. If you don’t
need a MacPal, but rather specific help, Jürgen will pass your query on.
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BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as
individuals. So how can we help when things are going wrong for you?

Email
Jürgen...

Ring Jürgen, our co-ordinator of MacPals, on 5255 4517
Whether you are a newcomer to Macs, or whether you are an old hand
experiencing problems you can’t deal with, ring Jürgen. He will assist in one of
several ways:
•

by quickly dealing with your issue;

•

or by enrolling you in our Beginner SIG;

•

by assigning you a free MacPal — a knowledgeable mentor who can visit
your home, help set up your Mac, and assist you from time to time via
phone or email. This program is one of BMUG’s most under-used assets,
and as a result of your reading this newsletter, we are hoping to have 10 or
more new members signed up with a MacPal by the end of the week;

•

or by passing your query on to one of our guru members with special skills
and abilities beyond those of mortal folk. They will soon have you up and
running again.
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President

Steve Craddock,
Vice President

James Strachan,
Treasurer

June Brown,
Librarian
David Dixon
Margaret Evans,
Hall & Equipment

Jürgen Gross,
MacPals
Prue Paterson,
Webmaster
Don Patrick,
Email Secretary

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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